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� C. Demonstrate an understanding of the potential application Demonstrate an understanding of the potential application Demonstrate an understanding of the potential application Demonstrate an understanding of the potential application 
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of interventions within a cognitiveof interventions within a cognitiveof interventions within a cognitiveof interventions within a cognitive----behavioural framework. behavioural framework. behavioural framework. behavioural framework. 
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� What is a script?

�As a metaphor, a script is a role that an actor/actress 
plays in a movie or stage production.

�There are well defined words, behaviors, and feelings 
that characterize that role.

�The script dictates what the actor should say, do, and 
the feelings they should emote to stay within their 
role as that character.

� Sexual Scripts

�The who, what, when, where, why, and how of our 
sexual beliefs and behavior

SEXUAL SCRIPT THEORY (SST)
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� Script theory developed out of the larger cognitive psychology 
research on schema theory.

� Schema’s are cognitive structures that represent the 
organization of knowledge in the mind.

� Scripts are often conceptualized as cognitive structures that, 
when activated, allow humans to organize knowledge in a way 
that enables us to understand situations and complex social-
behavioral interactions.  Rules for guiding behavior.

� Schank and Ableson (1977) identified 3 types of script:

� Personal – unique to the individual, goal oriented

� Situational – rigid, specific to the situation, multiple actors

� Instrumental – rigid, individual actor, behavior specific

SEXUAL SCRIPT THEORY
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� Early theoretical concepts relating to the idea of “sexual 
scripts” were outlined by Gagnon & Simon (1973) and Simon 
& Gagnon (1986).

� They define sexual scripts as cognitive models used in 
choosing and evaluating behavior in sexual relationship 
contexts.

� Simon and Gagnon viewed sexual scripts as a metaphor for 
organizing and conceptualizing the production of behavior 
within a social environment, with scripting occurring on 3 
dif ferent levels:

� Cultural scenarios – culturally influenced

� Interpersonal scripts – context specific and interpersonal

� Intrapsychic scripts – internal dialogue

SEXUAL SCRIPT THEORY (SST)
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� What are the “common” or most widely accepted scripts in 
western culture (a.k.a Traditional Sexual Scripts (TSS))?
� For men?

� For women?

� Regarding “safe sex”

� Regarding saying “no”

� How do these scripts create beliefs or expectations that can 
potentially lead to healthy and/or unhealthy sexual behavior?

� Keep in mind, scripts do appear to change over time from 
generation to generation, and these changes are influenced 
by:
� Cultural mores regarding gender roles and sexual behavior

� Availability of “information” about sex and sexual behavior 
(pornography?)

SEXUAL SCRIPT THEORY (SST)
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� Firth and Kitzinger (2001) provide an interesting 
reformulation of SST. 

� Using focus group discussions with young women, talking 
about refusing unwanted sex, Firth and Kitzinger argue that 
the social context in which self-report data on sexual scripts 
is produced has been largely ignored (with traditional theory 
focusing more on the internal or cognitive component).

� Firth and Kitzinger suggest that the scripted quality of sexual 
interactions relating to women refusing sex is actively 
produced as part of the woman’s orientation to issues of 
accountability.

SEXUAL SCRIPT THEORY (SST)
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� Some continued theoretical dif ferences exist regarding the 
role of sexual scripts

� As we have seen, some theorists focus primarily on the 
internal or cognitive nature of sexual scripts, while others 
view the social context of scripts as more important.

� Some theories view sexual scripts as templates whose 
function is to provide a guide for goal-directed actions 
(cognitive), while others view sexual scripts as providing an 
understanding of social situations that allow the individual to 
predict the behavior of others.  A third view is essentially a 
reciprocal interactionist viewpoint, in which sexual scripts 
provide meaning and rules for predicting, interpreting, 
responding to, informing, and controlling sexual behavior.   

SEXUAL SCRIPT THEORY (SST) 
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� It appears that the initial appearance of the concept of scripts 
and their relevance with sexual abusers is in Johnston and 
Ward’s (1996) article “Social Cognition and Sexual 
Offending”.

� Johnston and Ward briefly refer to “behavioral scripts” in this 
theoretical article, and attempt to explain sexual abuse as 
resulting, in part, from mental short-cuts taken by sexual 
abusers in their social information processing style.

� Yet, there is no direct discussion of sexual scripts, per se.

SST AND THE ETIOLOGY OF SEXUALLY
ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR
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� Ward and Hudson (2000) go into some detail regarding the 
concept of scripts and their role in “sexual of fenders implicit 
planning”.

� Ward and Hudson argue that sexual of fenders often engage in 
offense related behavior, enacting sexual scripts, without 
conscious intention of, or with minimal awareness of, the 
overall goal.

� They suggest this occurs from the frequent pairing of 
situations (environmental cues) and behavior (of fending)

� The activation of sexual of fending scripts is used by Ward and 
Hudson to explain the concept of seemingly unimportant 
decisions (SUDs). 

SST AND THE ETIOLOGY OF SEXUALLY
ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR
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� Subsequently, Ward and Siegert (2002) provided their 
“Pathways” model of child sexual abuse.

� This model suggests that “child molesters” are characterized 
by having 4 (later, 5) distinct and interacting psychological 
mechanisms (pathways) toward offending behavior:

� Intimacy and social skills deficits (normal sexual scripts)

� Distorted sexual scripts (relationships seen in purely sexual terms)

� Emotional dysregulation (normal sexual scripts)

� Cognitive distortions (anti-social cognitions) (normal sexual scripts)

� Multiple dysfunctional mechanisms (one or more of the above)

SST AND THE ETIOLOGY OF SEXUALLY
ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR
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� Ward and Siegert (2002) offer only brief information about 
their concept of distorted sexual scripts:

� Pathway Two – Deviant Sexual Scripts
� There is a fusion between sexual and intimacy needs. The script flaw 

resides in the context or setting of sex, and results in desires for sexual 
activity when a person feels lonely.  These individuals experience their 
emotional and intimacy needs as sexual desire.

� They usually reflect a history of sexual abuse or exposure to sexual 
material or activity at a young age.

And

� The core causal mechanism of sexual self-regulation problems 
involves subtle distortions of sexual scripts, which interact with 
dysfunctional relationship schemas (where relationships are 
represented in purely sexual terms)

SST AND THE ETIOLOGY OF SEXUALLY
ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR
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� Finally, two theoretical articles relating to the etiology of 
sexually abusive behavior, often cited in the literature, again 
refer to the concept of distorted sex scripts:

� Ward and Beech (2004) – “The etiology of risk”

� Ward and Beech (2006) – “An integrated theory of sexual offending”

“Distorted sexual scripts will have the affective component nested 
within the motivational/emotional system, the ongoing control of 
emotions and behavior located in the action selection and control 
systems, and the perceptually relevant aspect of sexual behavior 
residing in the perception and memory system.”

� Both articles refer to the Ward and Siegert (2002) “Pathways” 
model, but provide no additional definitions or details about 
the origin of distorted sexual scripts, and how they are 
regulated cognitively and/or socially.

SST AND THE ETIOLOGY OF SEXUALLY
ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR
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� The empirical research on sexual script theory and sexual 
behavior tends to fall into four broad categories;

1. Gender “appropriate” behavior (aka…traditional sexual scripts (TSS))
and the sequencing of sexual behavior

2. Pornography and sexual scripts

3. SST and Rape/Acquaintance Rape/Coercive Sex

4. The “hunting process” and “target selection scripts” in sexual
offenders

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO
SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Empirical research on sexual scripts has tended to support the 
following:
� There is a generally shared understanding about how sexual behavior 

should proceed (e.g., the sequence of behaviors tends to start with 
kissing, then progress to petting of touching of genitals through 
clothing, to undressing and touching of genitals while nude, to penal 
–vaginal intercourse).

� Traditional Sexual Scripts (TSS) 
� tend to hold that men are oversexed and act as the initiators of sex, and 

women are undersexed and seen as the gatekeepers.

� Men’s status is increased by sex, while a woman’s is decreased

� Women are expected to place limits on sexual behavior

� Women’s status is enhanced by being in a romantic relationship

� Women are expected to be emotionally sensitive and nurturing, while men 
are expected to be unemotional, insensitive, and self-focused.

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO
SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Byers (1996) provides an excellent summary of the validity of 
the Traditional Sexual Script (TSS), and it’s role in coercive 
sexual behavior in males toward females.

� The authors used a self-monitoring technique in which 
unmarried college men and women recorded their sexual 
experiences over a 4 week period.

� Results indicated;
� Men initiated sex, but so did women in a steady dating relationship

� Women were no more likely to refuse sex than men

� About 58% of women reported that men stopped the sexual 
experience when asked, and about 16% continued unwanted 
advances (used coercion).

� The authors conclude that the TSS is, in some respects, not the 
normative dating script, and that both men and women are less likely 
to adhere to the TSS within a steady relationship.

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO
SEXUAL ABUSERS - RAPE
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� Byers Continued:

� Regarding coercive sex/rape and the TSS:

� Use of verbal coercion and use of physical force were not significantly 
related to one another.

� Violence supportive attitudes and dating experience each uniquely 
predicted sexual coercion

� Men who described themselves as highly sexually arousable and 
accepting of interpersonal violence, but who were also eroto-phobic 
and less accepting of adversarial sexual beliefs, were more likely to 
report having used physical force in a sexual relationship.

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO
SEXUAL ABUSERS - RAPE
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� Sun, Bridges, Johnson, and Ezzell (2014) looked at the effects 
of pornography on the male sexual script.

� The researchers hypothesized that the more a person watches 
particular media script enactment, the more embedded those 
codes of behavior would become in their scripts and would be 
acted upon in real l ife sexual experiences.

� They surveyed 487 USA college men, ages 18 to 29 years.

� Results indicated that the more pornography a man watches 
the more likely he was to use it during sex, request particular 
porn related sex acts of his partner, conjure images of porn 
during sex to maintain arousal, and have concerns about his 
sexual performance and body image.

� Higher porn use was negatively associated with sexual 
satisfaction.

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO 
SEXUAL ABUSERS - PORNOGRAPHY
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� Braithwaite, Coulson, Keddington, and Fincham (2015) 
researched the influence of pornography on sexual scripts and 
“hooking up” in college students.

� In two studies (n=969) and (n=992), the researchers found 
that more frequent viewing of porn was associated with higher 
incidence of casual sex (no expectation of commitment), and 
a higher number of unique “hook up” partners.

� The authors also found that more frequent viewing of porn 
was associated with more previous sexual partners of all 
types, more one-time sexual partners, and plans to have a 
larger number of sex partners in the future.

� More permissive sexual scripts were found to mediate the 
association between more frequent porn viewing and casual 
sex experiences.

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO 
SEXUAL ABUSERS - PORNOGRAPHY
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� Ryan (1988) conducted one of the first research studies that 
looked at “rape scripts” and “seduction scripts” in a group of 
9 male and 11 female college students.
� Students were asked to describe a typical rape and a typical 

seduction 

� Results revealed:
� Greater aggression in the rape script

� No differences in quantity of sexual content (both low)

� More negative emotion in the rape script (anger in men, fear in 
women)

� Male as the instigator in both scripts

� Rape scripts occurred outdoors, at night, by an unattractive stranger, 
while seduction occurred indoors, sometimes with alcohol use, with a 
more attractive male.

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO
SEXUAL ABUSERS - RAPE
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� Muren, Wright, and Kaluzny (2002) conducted a meta-analysis 
looking at the masculine gender role (sexual script) and it’s 
relationship to sexual assault.

� 39 studies with positive effect sizes were examined across 11 
measures of masculine ideology to determine how strongly 
each measure was associated with sexual aggression.

� Malamuth’s construct of “hostile masculinity” and Mosher’s 
construct of “hypermasculinity” showed the largest ef fect 
sizes (both of these measure acceptance of aggression 
against women and negative, hostile beliefs about women).

� Overall, the results suggest that hostile masculine ideology is 
moderately associated with sexual aggression.  Rape myth 
acceptance was not as strongly associated with sexual 
aggression toward women.

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO
SEXUAL ABUSERS - RAPE
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� Ryan (2011) provides a very thorough summary on the 
research relating to rape myths and sexual scripts

� Summarizing her findings:

� There are a variety of “rape myth” scripts (“real rape”, “date rape”, 
“party rape”, “blue balls”, “rapists as different from other men” etc.)

� Females are more likely than males to believe in the “real rape” 
myth.

� Females that believe in the “real rape” script are less likely to 
perceive and report a date rape or acquaintance rape.

SST AND RESEARC RELATING TO SEXUAL
ABUSERS - RAPE
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� Beauregard et al., (2007) empirically identified “hunting 
scripts” (aka, crime scripts) in 72 serial sexual of fenders with 
a total of 361 sex crimes.

� Analyzing police reports and interviews with offenders, the 
researchers looked at 8 variables related to the behavioral 
aspects of the hunting script, and 9 variable related to the 
geographical aspects of the hunting script.

� Using hierarchical cluster analysis, 3 hunting scripts were 
identified:

� Coercive Script

� Manipulative Script

� Non-persuasive Script

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO 
SEXUAL ABUSE – “HUNTING SCRIPTS” OF

SERIAL SEX OFFENDERS
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� Beauregard et al., (2007) Continued

� The 3 hunting process scripts were further broken down:

� The Coercive Script
� Home intrusion rape track

� Outdoor rape track

� The Manipulative Script
� Sophisticated rape track

� Family infiltrator rate track

� The Non-persuasive Script
� Direct action rape track

� Although informative, this study does not explore the 
cognitive components of these “hunting scripts”. 

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO 
SEXUAL ABUSE – TARGET SELECTION 
SCRIPTS OF SERIAL SEX OFFENDERS
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� In a similar study, Leclerc, Wortley, Smallbone, (2011). 
Looked at the crime scripts of 221 adults with offenses 
against children, with the goals of identifying a “protoscript” 
for this group of of fenders, and also to potentially use this 
information for situational prevention strategies.

� The researchers found a 6 step protoscript for those offenders 
examined:

� Entry into setting (first contact)

� Instrumental  initiation (gaining trust strategies)

� Continuation (crime location strategies)

� Location setting (location for contact)

� Instrumental actualization (isolation of victim)

� Completion (gaining cooperation strategies)

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO 
SEXUAL ABUSE – TARGET SELECTION 

SCRIPTS OF SEX ABUSERS OF CHILDREN
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� Owen (2007), as her doctoral dissertation, looked at the 
sexual scripts of 50 men convicted of sexual crimes against 
children.

� Scripts relating to hypothetical consenting adult sexual 
relations and sexual contact with a child were elicited from 
the sexual abusers in the study.  

� The script content suggested that, compared with intra -
familial of fenders, extra-familial of fenders had notably 
unrealistic, naïve and romanticized scripts for adult 
relationships and more sophisticated scripts for offences 
against children. The latter suggested that scripts might serve 
as a mediating function in offending behavior and that 
offenders acquired a degree of task domain expertise. 

SST AND RESEARCH RELATING TO 
SEXUAL ABUSE – AGAINST CHILDREN
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� Wiederman (2005) provides some suggestions for using SST 
in psychotherapy in persons/couples with “sexual problems”.

� Widerman provides a client handout that explains the concept 
of scripts, and ask the client to write down:

� The steps the client and his/her partner go through from the start to 
the end of a typical sexual event.

� What is typically said and done at each of these steps?

� Compare what the client and the partner have writen.

� What aspect or steps of the script would the client like to change?

� Write out the steps of the sexual script together, as a team, the way 
you would like them to occur.

� Periodically perform this process again, as needed or desired.

IMPLICATIONS OF SST FOR CLINICAL
PRACTICE WITH SEXUAL ABUSERS
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�DISCLAIMER: 

The following treatment interventions 
have not been validated, via empirical 
research, as effective in treating 
sexual abusers.

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Client should be of at least Low Average intelligence and have 
some capacity for abstract thinking.

� Client should preferably have acknowledged a history of 
i l legal sexual behavior and a need and/or desire to change.

� Client should preferably have at least “good” (versus “poor” or 
“impaired”) insight into their sexual beliefs, sexual fantasies, 
sexual behavior, and sexual thinking patterns.

� The process of identifying unhealthy and healthy sexual 
scripts can be used adjunctively with other treatment 
interventions commonly used with sexual abusers (relapse 
prevention, Good Lives Model, etc.)

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Step 1

� Introduce and explain the concept of scripts 

� Extend the concept of scripts in general, to an explanation of 
the concept of sexual scripts

� Outline examples of “behavioral” (behaviors that can be 
“seen”) sexual scripts and “cognitive” (thoughts “unseen” by 
others) sexual scripts

� Explain that some aspects of sexual scripts can be chosen, 
controlled, and changed 

� Goal

� Client understands that he has an internal and external 
representation of his sexual thoughts, interests, behaviors, and 
relationships , and that they can be changed or managed.

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Step 2

� Ask the client to write down their sexual script(s) at the 
time of their sexually abusive behavior

� Ask the client to write down their current sexual script(s)

� Goal

� Client is able to disclose and demonstrate an 
understanding of their internal and external sexual 
scripts, both while engaging in sexually abusive behavior 
and at present. 

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Write down your sexual script regarding:

� Who – Age, Gender, Relationship to (spouse, non-married partner, 
stranger, co-worker, family member, someone for whom you are 
responsible) , Other

� What – Talking, Touching, Kissing, Intercourse, Oral sex, Anal sex, 
Other 

� When – After marriage, After friendship/emotional intimacy, Hook-
up, Other

� Where – Home, Bed, Hotel, Work, Outside privately, Outside in public, 
Other

� Why – Show affection/share intimacy with lover, Personal 
excitement/pleasure, To humiliate/surprise/hurt/control, Other

� How – Dating leading to intimacy, Pre-intimacy discussion of sex, 
Consensual, Use of force, Coercion, Lies,  Other

SEXUAL SCRIPT WORKSHEET
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� Step 3

� Ask the client to talk about how his/her “social” (what others 
believed about him) sexual script differed from their 
“offending” sexual script at the time of their sexual abusive 
behavior(s)

� Goal

� Client is capable of demonstrating an understanding that, at 
the time of their offending behavior, there were significant 
differences between their social sexual script (usually healthy) 
and offending (unhealthy) sexual scripts.

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Step 4

� Ask the client to list those aspects of their “offending sexual script” 
that need to be eliminated.

� Using the list above, ask the client to identify and differentiate 
between the cognitive (thoughts, fantasies, etc.) aspects of their 
offending sexual script and the behavioral aspects of their offending 
sexual scripts

� Goal

� To help the client identify the steps that will be needed to begin the 
process of cognitive and behavioral change.

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Step 5

� Once the cognitive and behavioral aspects of the “offending sexual 
script” have been identified, begin to develop strategies aimed at 
changing each. 

� For cognitive aspects, strategies might include changing cognitive 
distortions, decreasing unhealthy sexual thoughts/fantasies, use of 
thought stopping techniques, etc.

� For behavioral aspects, strategies might include extinguishing 
behavior previously associated with sexual offending scripts through 
operant and/or classical learning approaches. 

� Goal

� To help the client learn concrete techniques for changing thoughts 
and behaviors associated with unhealthy sexual scripts that have led 
to sexually abusive behavior.

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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� Step 6

� Ask the client to review their “social” (healthy) sexual script, 
and identify those aspects that they can begin to engage in 
and reward.

� Goal

� To assist the client in developing and reinforcing healthy sexual 
scripts that can replace sexual offending scripts.

A MODEL FOR THE USE OF SEXUAL 
SCRIPTS IN TREATING SEXUAL ABUSERS
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Thank You for Attending

QUESTIONS???
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